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Funded by the EXIST research transfer programme, 
the ResiFlow project team has developed patented 
innovations for the vanadium redox flow technology 
over the course of their research activities at the  
Energy Research Centre NEXT ENERGY. 

A new approach in the manufacturing of battery 
stacks and increased performance of electrodes have 
been project results. Based on those, a spin-off  
company is in the making, offering a unique and  
custom-fit product especially to small and medium-
sized enterprises and farms to increase their self- 
consumption of renewable energy. 

Innovative Design for Economical  
Redox-Flow-Batteries  

thE rESiFlow ConCEpt

The ResiFlow battery unit stores fluctuating 
electricity from renewable energy for the  
later consumption. This enables owners of  
photovoltaic plants to self-consume their  
excess production in times when no electricity  
is produced.

This opportunity is especially interesting for  
those owning solar systems with an expiring  
fixed feed-in tariff and those building a new PV  
plant that would only receive little returns by  
feeding in. Because of its custom-fit capacity,  
the ResiFlow storage unit is optimal for  
owners of PV plants between 10 and 100 kWp.

Opposite to other energy storage systems,  
our ResiFlow batteries are based on the redox  
flow technology. This makes the storage units  
more flexible, more durable, safer – and also  
cheaper, due to our manufacturing approach.

  

STORaGE FOR SMall buSINESSES 
WITh PhoToVolTAIcs 



REDox FloW BATTERy TEchnology

our storage system is based on the redox flow techno- 
logy that has been used since more than 30 years and was 
enhanced continuously. 

A redox flow storage system consists of two tanks and  
one stack. The tanks contain two liquids that can store  
energy by changing oxidation states of dissolved ions. For  
this to happen, the liquids are pumped through the stack  
unit, where the liquids are being charged and discharged.

nEW MAnuFAcTuRIng APPRoAch

our new manufacturing approach for redox flow batteries 
promises cost savings up to 85 % in the assembling of the 
core component of the battery, the stacks. our patent for 
the process is pending.

TEchnologIcAl ADVAnTAgEs

 Safe and durable  
 Mature technology: commercialised since 30 years 
 Recyclable 
 Power and capacity individually scalable

Assembling costs have a big 
share in the total stack costs 
(material costs: 300 €/kW) Materials

60%
assembling

40%

Tank A Tank BStack

aPPlICaTION  

The economic efficiency of redox flow systems in- 
creases with their size. Therefore, our ResiFlow storage 
units are especially fitting for small and medium-sized  
enterprises and farms which generate renewable energy 
in larger PV plants on their roof.  Based on our modular 
designed product platform, we offer customised  
battery storages:

 5 kW to 20 kW power
 10 kWh to 100 kWh capacity

InDIVIDuAlly oPTIMIsED sToRAgE

We advise prospective clients in the optimal design of  
their energy storage unit. We calculate its ideal and  
most economical size regarding the respective load and  
production profiles. Therefore, every customer receives  
the storage unit that is most fitting. The investment  
will be amortised typically within seven years. 
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CONTaCT

Dr Jan grosse Austing jan.austing@next-energy.de
www.next-energy.de/resiflow
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 M.sc. Timo Di nardo 
 Chemist

 Project Manager 
 Dr Jan grosse Austing 
 Chemist

 Control, Electronics 
 M.sc. Frederik haack 
 Industrial Engineer

 R&D: 
 Dipl.-Ing. hayo seeba 
 Process Engineer

InVEsTIng In ThE FuTuRE

The team behind the EXIST research transfer pro-
gramme ResiFlow at nExT EnERgy is starting the pilot 
phase in 2018. Afterwards, the serial manufacturing 
of the storage units is planned. 

We want to take these next entrepreneurial steps  
together with partner companies and investors.  
Join in implementing our promising manufacturing 
approach that makes safe and durable redox flow 
batteries also cheap!


